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Ruling Class Work: Lugali (literally means Big Man) Kings: The Idea of Being Representatives of the Gods and Goddesss who lived on Earth. It was believed that they were mediators between the people and the gods, so they received absolute respect and obedience. Priests: Someone who had the
authority to manage religious rights and ceremonies. Sculptures of kings were created in their honor. High-end jobs: The scribe was in demand in Ancient Mesopotamia. They were hired to record laws, treaties and religious texts. They were also known for recording things such as business deals, property
holdings, and contracts. This prestigious job was only available to the male population, women were not considered higher enough to occupy this job of respect. In order to become a scribe, learning began very youngly in the temple schools, which were run by priests. Private tutors: Teachers will only
work in high-end Sumerian families just because of the cost of their service. They were respected because they were seen as intelligent and reliable individuals. The scribes will carve out important documents in the clay of the Lower Jobs Class: Farmers: Were responsible for raising livestock, as well as
cultivating agricultural land along the Fertile Crescent. It will then supply its goods to people in the community, therefore, although considered a low class job in ancient Mesopotamia. farmers play a crucial role in the survival of large civilizations. Merchants/artisans: a skilled manual worker who will build
items such as furniture, jewelry and clothing. There creations can be functional or only for decorative purposes such as sculptures. All the goods produced by the artisan were hand-made. Their work ranged from carpenter to weaver. Musician: Were responsible for entertaining people in their city-state in
local places such as tavern. Builder: A man who specialized in building houses and buildings. The builders were responsible for the creation of ziggurats and temples, the most important parts of ancient Mesopotamian societies. The ancient Mesopotamian architecture of the woman's work: a priestess: a
woman who had the ability to manage religious rights and ceremonies such as marriage. This work was considered the most respected for available women. Housekeeper: Responsible for cooking and cleaning, as well as childcare. They played the role of mother, wife and maid. Housekeepers were
obliged to wait for the men and children present in the family. Tavern owner: Tavern owners sold the drinks they cooked. Most often brew beer. The owner of the tavern is fully responsible for the production and sale of the drinks on offer. Mesopotamian civilization to understand the benefits of having
sewer systems (less odor, etc.). Early sewer systems were made of sun-drenched bricks or carved stone. Earliest know the pipes came from Babylon. It was a tee and a corner of the joint and is estimated to be made as early as 4000 BC dams and dams they had to control the flooding. The canals were
one of the most important public works they used to bring water to the fields. The city walls were another it helped the city or city of the state to be protected, so it will make it difficult for other armies to attack many times the Mesopotamian cities will have ditches around them, as well as towers or ziggurats
(religious towers) in their centers. Warehouses used to store food. These ancient governments began community service to improve the lives of townspeople and farmers. Hammurabi (Babylonian King) promoted community service and reorganized the tax system throughout Mesopotamia. Some
community service works were built with a co-worker - that is, workers would be made up of the general population and put to work as a form of taxation by the state. Irrigation farmers and the annual flooding of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers helped farmers grow their crops. A very important role in
society is how they fed everyone. Weaver-Evidence on sculptures, ceramics, and in the writings left on the tablets indicates that the thriving textile industry existed at the beginning of Mesopotamia. This created the need of expert weavers. Mesopotayana Potters were great potters, and the pottery of the
region show that they were both practical and artistic. Built by several methods (building a coil, slab building, and a pinch of pouring), the potter's hands were one of the valuable tools. In addition to traditional pottery such as utensils, urns, pots and bowls, Mesopotamian potters also made clay figures,
usually gods and goddesses Scribes (writers) - Being a scribe was a very prestigious job in Mesopotamia. To become a scribe, a wealthy boy had to go to school for 12 years to learn to write with cuneiform writing. Mesopotamia astronomers were the first to name Plants and Constellations. They also
documented meteors, eclipses and comets. It was believed that each plant is a different God Banking-First to put all their valuables and money in one safe place. It was also the first time interest was used in the world. Musicians-music was also used as an accompaniment in the recitation of poems. The
musicians studied in schools and formed an important professional class in Mesopotamia. Early Mesopotamian beliefs and musical practices maintained prehistoric connections between music and the voices of spiritual animals. Watching Movies in Film, Leadership Assessment Issues, Secuestro De
Amor, Health Promotion Conclusion, The Impact of Technology on Society Essay Pdf, Contoh Essay Elephant in the Dark, Academic Magazine Font, Leadership in Care Definition, Critical Structure Essay, Tragedy Poem Definition, Benefits Linkedin Premium, Mentoring Manager Second Language
Writing, Public Health Career, Animal Presentations for Schools, Intertextuality in Advertising, How to Write Portfolio Essays, Companies That Support Pro Reasons for Life, Ralph Waldo Emerson Self-Reliance Poem, Types of Critical Perspectives in Literature, Universities Teknologi Malaysia, Makar
Sankranti Banner, Jobs in Ancient Mesopotamia Accountant Architect Astrologer Baker play instruments such as harps, lyras, lutes, cane pipes and drums. Harps, Perfume Maker - Made perfumes for the rich. · Potter - Pots were used to store food made by farmers. This made the work very important.
Mesopotamians produced clay from the riverbed, created their pots, and then shelled them, using manure as fuel. Ancient Mesopotamians created a pottery wheel. · Priest Prophet queen - The queen was the wife of the king. · Scribe Shepherd - Teachers taught upper-class children how to read and write
in cuneiform writing. Review: Who Were the Sumerians? Rebellion of civilizationDement of crops and animals is called agriculture. Before the rise of agriculture, people were nomadic hunter-gatherers. That is, they moved every season in search of food. The rise of agriculture allowed people to abandon
their nomadic, hunter-gatherer lifestyle and settle in villages. As agricultural methods improved, farmers sometimes produced surpluses. For example, farmers can grow more than their families or villages can use. The additional was the economic surplus. Excesses in early farming villages are not limited
to food, but may also include fabric and other products such as wool or animal skins. The surplus helped the villages survive bad seasons. As farmers began to produce more surpluses, villages did not need so many farmers to produce food. As a result, some people began to specialize in other types of
work, such as making ceramics or weaving fabric. Specialized workers also create surpluses and can trade their goods for food or other services. As village life became more difficult, specialized jobs grew. In addition to farmers and artisans, specialized workers in complex villages included saints and,
ultimately, government. Thus, surpluses contributed to population growth and trade growth. As this happened, more people decided to settle in these communities. Soon the villages became larger and became cities. From your last lesson, you will remember that cities are an important feature of
civilization. Because of this, we can say that are the first step towards civilization. Soon, city leaders had to come up with ways to organize workers to solve civic problems, such as building public facilities and cleaning irrigation As cities became more populated, more specialized workers were needed and
society and culture became more complex. These changes have led to a developed type of culture called civilization. The words city and civilization have a common Latin root, which is associated with the idea of a citizen. Thus, we can say that one of the features of civilization is a large population.
Historians believe that the first civilization originated around 3300 BC in Schumer, which is located in southern Mesopotamia. The ancient Sumerians settled on the land between the rivers, established the land and built the world's first civilization. What is the first step towards civilization? The traits of
civilization are characterized by five features: specialized workers, complex institutions, accounting, advanced technologies and developed cities. It is true that culture or society can demonstrate evidence of one or more of these traits, but without possessing all five cultures, even advanced, cannot be
called civilization. 1) Specialized workers: Larger population of the city require that more food to be produced. In general, society needs surplus food before civilization can develop. The availability of surplus food has enabled some people to do other jobs than agriculture. With a surplus of food, workers
can specialize in jobs that require special skills. For example, Sumerian workers built houses, sewed clothes, created ceramics and collaborated on community projects such as ziggurats and irrigation canals. With so many needs and so many diversity of workers, some people have taken the job of
organizing a society. In Schumer's beginning, the priests did the job. They ran society and acted as judges. 2) Complex institutions: over time, religion and government have become institutions. An institution is a group of people who have a specific purpose. Schools, for example, are institutions that exist
to educate the public. Religion is an institution that helps people meet their spiritual needs. The Army is an institution that helps society meet its security needs. 3) Keeping records: Societies have to keep track of many things. For example, rulers may want to measure the amount of surplus stored in the
city. Keeping records usually involves writing, but not always. In Mesopotamia, people started using wooden sticks to count votes. Later they invented the world's first system of writing, cuneiform writing. Mesopotamians recorded all sorts of things, including great poems and stories. CLICK above to enjoy
parts 1 and 2 of Gilgamesh's epic, about the legendary Mesopotamian king Uruka. This is one of the greatest stories ever told 4) Advanced Technology: As people learn the best ways to do things, Advance. The people of early Schumer learned to use channels to irrigate crops. They also created new
tools and used new materials to create these tools. For example, Sumerians began to make instruments out of bronze. Bronze instruments replaced instruments made of copper, softer metal. 5) Advanced Advanced Civilization is closely linked to urban life. At first, cities became important because
farmers needed a place to store and trade surplus grains. However, as cities grew, they began to offer other benefits, such as temples for prayer and protection from external threats. Because of the various services that the city provides, for those in search of work, cities also offer many different types of



work. Which of the five traits must be present in order for a place to be considered a civilization? Enjoy parts 3 and 4 of one of the truly great fairy tales, the Gilgamesh Epic. Gilgamesh. specialized jobs in ancient mesopotamia
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